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JimandKayla,
You're the best thing that
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could ever be. Happy
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Love you,
Kim
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Happy Birthday, Valentlnel
Kate
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Valentine's whh, .

Tht itari at night or big and bright

Dtp in tht heart of Ttxat.

It'i night likt this that ihint to bright
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You gave yoU,
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That's
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Roses are red
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You made me this way
And get to live with it too!
I love youl Happy
Valentine's Day!
Valerie
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Lord, there are many who have touched my life ':

So greatly that I will never be the same, t rt i .'

Below is a list, just a few to name: s.-..-;

Lord, you've been good to me.
, , .;.

You brought Easton into my life, I ...

Blessing me greatly by being his wife;
Perry and Aaron, my remaining sons,
Watching them grow brings lotsa love, tons arid
tons;
Shanell, so pretty and small .
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Caring for her is such a joy, a beautiful doll
Ella and George, Regan too, : -

Plus the rest of the family, I know we' can count on
when we're down or feeling blue; :

Pebbles and Eraina with with their shots of sunshine,
Pretty smiles and always there to give their time;
Merle and Rose, the family and church,
Giving us strength, never leaving us in the lurch.
Myrna opening her doors to us at all hours,
Is one of many special friends, her kindness just
towers; ; .

Paula and Dan, Larson and Pat, Foster and Sandra,
Donna, Marsha and Sid, too.
And to all my family and friends, I just want to say
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Happy Valentine
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Have a very happy, happy Valentine's Day!
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